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Abstract - Sentiment analysis for any scientific problem, before solving it we need to define or to formalize the 

problem. The formulation will introduce the basic definitions, core concepts and issues, subproblems and target 

objectives. It also serves as a common framework to unify different research directions. From an application point of 

view, it tells practitioners what the main tasks are, their inputs and outputs, and how the resulting outputs may be used 

in practice. 

 

Textual information in the world can be broadly categorized into two main types: facts and opinions. Facts are 

objective expressions about entities, events and their properties. Opinions are usually subjective expressions that 

describe people’s sentiments, appraisals or feelings toward entities, events and their properties. The concept of opinion 

is very broad. In this work, we only focus on opinion expressions that convey people’s positive or negative sentiments. 

Much of the existing research on textual information processing has been focused on mining and retrieval of factual 

information, e.g., information retrieval, Web search, text classification, text clustering and many other text mining and 

natural language processing tasks. Little work had been done on the processing of opinions until only recently. Yet, 

opinions are so important that whenever we need to make a decision, we want to hear others’ opinions. 

This is not only true for individuals but also true for organizations [1][2]. 

 

Keyword: Sentiment analysis, Twitter data, opinion, facts, negative sentiments, positive sentiments, Hybrid 

Techniques. 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

 

Sentiment analysis also known as opinion mining 

plays a crucial role in determining the sentiments 

involved in various Web content. Analyzing opinions 

is very important for making decisions. For example, 

if one wants to buy a new cell phone, a Web survey 

buyer will almost always first check reviews about it 

in order to make an informed buying decision based 

on others experiences. Sentiment analysis is currently 

a very significant trend in the area of natural language 

processing. Natural language processing involves 

giving artificial intelligence to computers and is 

concerned with promoting an understanding of human 

languages for machines’ use. Sentiment analysis 

extracts opinions, sentiments, and emotions from text 

and analyses them. Sentiment classification can be 

done at three levels, at the document level, at sentence 

level and at feature levels [1] [9]. The increasing 

interest in opinion mining and sentiment analysis is 

partly due to its potential applications. Equally 

important are the new intellectual challenges that the 

field presents to the research community. So, what 

makes the treatment of evaluative text different from 

“classic” text mining and fact-based analysis Take text 

categorization, for example, traditionally, text 

categorization seeks to classify documents by topic. 

There can be many possible categories, the definitions 

of which might be user and application dependent; and 

for a given task or as many as thousands of classes 

(e.g., classifying documents with respect to a complex 

taxonomy) [3]. In contrast with sentiment 

classification, we often have relatively few classes 

(e.g., “positive” or “stars”) that generalize across 

many domains and users. In addition, while the 

different classes in topic-based categorization can be 

completely unrelated, the sentiment labels that are 

widely considered in previous work typically 

represent opposing or ordinal/numerical categories. In 

fact, the regression like nature of strength of feeling, 

degree of positivity, and so on seems rather unique to 

sentiment categorization. 

 

II. PROPOSED METHOD. 

 

The objective of the research works is to analysis 

the contents on the Web covering lots of areas which 

are growing exponentially in numbers as well as in 
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volumes as sites are dedicated to specific types of 

products and they specialize in collecting users’ 

reviews from various sites such as Amazon, snap deal 

etc. Even Twitter is an area where the tweets convey 

opinions, but trying to obtain the overall 

understanding of these unstructured data (opinions) 

can be very time consuming. These unstructured data 

(opinions) on a particular site are seen by the users and 

thus creating an image about the products or services 

and hence finally generating a certain judgment. These 

opinions are then being generalized to gather 

feedbacks for different purposes to provide useful 

opinions where we use sentiment analysis [10]. This 

work focuses our attention towards Twitter, a micro-

blogging social networking website. On Twitter, users 

share their views and opinions in the form of text, 

known as a “tweet”, which are not more than 140 

characters. The topic of the tweet can be anything 

ranging from movies to international events or 

criticism of new laws. These tweets hold the key for 

determining the sentiment of a population as the ideas 

are original and directly originated from the user's 

mind. Also, Twitter has witnessed a tremendous 

increase in the number of users recently [2]. And since 

the text in a tweet that has to be analyzed is condensed 

and exceeds no more than 140 characters, sentiment 

analysis of a tweet is much easier than calculating the 

sentiment of a large-size document. The proposed 

work will target some functionality to solve the 

existing problems as follows: 

 

(a) The problem of sentiment analysis: As for any 

scientific problem, before solving it we need to define 

or to formalize the problem. The formulation will 

introduce the basic definitions, core concepts and 

issues, sub-problems and target objectives. It also 

serves as a common framework to unify different 

research directions. From an application point of view, 

it tells practitioners what the main tasks are, their 

inputs and outputs, and how the resulting outputs may 

be used in practice. 

 

(b) Sentiment and subjectivity classification: This is 

the area that has been researched the most in academia. 

It treats sentiment analysis as a text classification 

problem. Two sub-topics that have been extensively 

studied are: (i) classifying an opinionated document as 

expressing a positive or negative opinion, and (ii) 

classifying a sentence or a clause of the sentence as 

subjective or objective, and for a subjective sentence 

or clause classifying it as expressing a positive, 

negative or neutral opinion. The first topic, commonly 

known as sentiment classification or document-level 

sentiment classification, aims to find the general 

sentiment of the author in an opinionated text. 

(c) Feature-based sentiment analysis: This model 

first discovers the targets on which opinions have been 

expressed in a sentence, and then determines whether 

the opinions are positive, negative or neutral. The 

targets are objects, and their components, attributes 

and features. An object can be a product, service, 

individual, organization, event, topic, etc. For 

instance, in a product review sentence, it identifies 

product features that have been commented on by the 

reviewer and determines whether the comments are 

positive or negative. For example, in the sentence, 

“The battery life of this camera is too short,” the 

comment is on “battery life” of the camera object and 

the opinion is negative. Many real-life applications 

require this level of detailed analysis because in order 

to make product improvements one needs to know 

what components and/or features of the product are 

liked and disliked by consumers [1][3]. Such 

information is not discovered by sentiment and 

subjectivity classification. 

 

(d) Performance Evaluation: In order to thoroughly 

evaluate the performance of our proposed hybrid 

approach for sentiment analysis using modified naïve 

bays approach and semantic classification, we 

measure the Precision, Recall and Accuracy rates. We 

propose, a new hybrid approach for sentiment analysis 

using modified naïve bays approach and semantic 

classification [4]. 

 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE. 

 
Fig 1: System Architecture. 

 

System Modules: Based on the proposed system 

architecture in Figure 1 we divided the process into 

four modules as follows: 

A. Pre-Processing 

B. Sentiment Features Extractions 

C. Classification Rule Generation 
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D. Hybrid Classification Approach 

 

A. Pre-Processing. 

The real-world databases are highly susceptible to 

noisy, missing, and inconsistent data due to their 

typically huge size and their likely origin from 

multiple, heterogeneous sources. Low-quality data 

will lead to low-quality mining results. There are a 

number of data preprocessing techniques [5][7]. Data 

cleaning can be applied to remove noise and correct 

inconsistencies in the data. Data integration merges 

data from multiple sources into a coherent data store, 

such as a data warehouse. Data transformations, such 

as normalization, may be applied. For example, 

normalization may improve the accuracy and 

efficiency of mining algorithms involving distance 

measurements [2][20]. This module is responsible for 

eliminating Stop Words and Noisy data from the 

collected datasets. 

 

B. Sentiment Features Extractions. 

This module involves in capturing sentiment features 

from real time data from twitter and storing it in a 

suitable format in support of WordNet dictionary 

[5][21]. Based on a set of defined sentiments we 

generate a sentiment feature pattern 

using WordNet dictionary. It will implement a 

correlation association mining approach to find the 

sentiment feature relation with the define WordNet 

phrases. 

 

C. Classification Rule Generation [11] 

Classification and prediction are two forms of data 

analysis that can be used to extract models describing 

important data classes or to predict future data trends. 

Such analysis can help provide us with a better 

understanding of the data at large. Whereas 

classification predicts categorical (discrete, 

unordered) labels, prediction models continuous 

valued functions. For example, we can build a 

classification model to categorize bank loan 

applications as either safe or risky, or a prediction 

model to predict the expenditures in dollars of 

potential customers on computer equipment given 

their income and occupation [19]. Many classification 

and prediction methods have been proposed by 

researchers in machine learning, pattern recognition, 

and statistics. This module implements a Modified 

Naïve Bayes approach for generating classification 

rules using preprocessed trained data. Bayesian 

classifiers are statistical classifiers. They can predict 

class membership probabilities, such as the probability 

that a given twit data record belongs to a particular 

class. Bayesian classifiers have also exhibited high 

accuracy and speed when applied to large databases. 

The Modified Bayes approach is described in our 

proposed hybrid classification approach below [22].  

 

D. Hybrid Classification Approach. 

Hybrid classification is combining approach of 

semantic and bayes probabilistic mechanism to predict 

the efficient sentiment accurately. Both the approach 

we discussed as follows. 

 

(a) Semantic Classification Approach [6][12]. 

Semantic classification includes relevance, specificity 

and span. For a given twitter dataset, that includes {t1, 

t2, . . . ,tn} concepts describing the sentiment and the 

overall rank weight can is expressed as: R(ti, tj) 

Where, 0< k1, k2, k3< 1 and k1 + k2 + k3 = 1, k1,k2, 

k3 are user-specified weights associated with 

relevance, specificity, and span, respectively, to obtain 

the overall rank of the semantic association. Semantic 

relationship among semantic concepts is generally 

ranked based on three parameters including relevance, 

specificity, and the span of the relationship. Below, we 

describe these parameters [8] [18]. 

 

(i)Relevance (Rel). Sentiment concepts may be 

associated with each other with reference to multiple 

twitter data that are specific to user applications. The 

associated domain for a particular concept may be 

expressed as a high-level concept in the sentiment 

feature lists [13]. For example, the concepts happy and 

sad are associated in the expression domain as well as 

in the reactivity domain. Relevance comprises the 

associated domain concept specified by the user and is 

indicative of the contextual relationship between the 

concepts. We use the predicate Rel to specify the 

relevance between any two concepts ti and tj. The 

predicate Rel(ti, tj) evaluates true if the concepts ti and 

tj are linked to a common 

concept.  

 

(ii)Specificity (Sp). The concepts are classified based 

on their position in the concept. Concepts in the lower 

level of the hierarchy are specific concepts whereas the 

higher-level concepts are termed as generic concepts. 

For example, the entity location may be conveyed 

through concepts address and postal code[15][24]. 

Address is a generic concept 

whereas postal code is a specific concept. We use the 

predicate Sp to specify the specificity relationship 

between any two concepts tiand tj. The predicate Sp(ti 

, tj) evaluates true if there is a downward path 

(indicating specialization) from tiand tj in the 

sentiment feature lists.  

 

(b) Span (S). The span of the relationships expressing 

the semantic association conveys the strength of 
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linkage among concepts. The span, specified to restrict 

the scope of the prediction, includes the coverage and 

the depth of the associated concepts [14][23]. 

Coverage includes the concepts at the peer level of the 

considered concept whereas the depth includes level 

of descendants to be included. If the concepts are 

linked within the specified span, the value of Span S(ti 

, tj) is equal to 1, else it is set to 0. 

 

(c) Modified Naive Bayes Approach. 

Machine learning based result merging techniques 

require the use of training data to learn a merging 

model [16]. The Naïve Bayes method works on a 

learning-based method. This method is based on 

modified Bayesian inference. Let ri(R) be the local 

rank of result R returned by semantic classifier. This 

rank can be considered as the evidence of relevance 

for R provided to the semantic classifier. Let Prel = 

Pr(rel|r1, . . . , rN) and Pirr = Pr(irr|r1, . . . , rN) be 

the probabilities that R is relevant and irrelevant, given 

the ranks r1, r2, . . . , rN, where N is the number of 

twitter datasets selected for a sentiment. Based on the 

optimal principle in information retrieval, results with 

larger ratio      Orel = Prel / Pirr are more likely to be 

relevant. So, based on the Bayes rule, we modified and 

provide a sentiment relevance probability computation 

as, 

𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑟𝑒𝑙 =
𝑃𝑟(𝑟1, ………… , 𝑟𝑁|𝑟𝑒𝑙) ∗ 𝑃𝑟(𝑟𝑒𝑙)

𝑃𝑟(𝑟1, ………… , 𝑟𝑁|𝑖𝑟𝑟) ∗ 𝑃𝑟(𝑖𝑟𝑟)
 

 

Based on the fuse of the above two approach we 

predict the twitter datasets sentiment and perform the 

accuracy measure [17][25]. 

 

IV. DATA DICTIONARIES. 

 

1. TABLE: Positive Words [sid] [Number] [SWords] 

[Text] (100) 

2. TABLE: NegativeWords. [sid] [Number] [SWords] 

[Text] (100) 

3. TABLE: CameraFeatures. [Fid] [Number] 

[FNames] [Text] (100) [Pos_Sentiment_Rules] [Text] 

(100) [Neg_Sentiment_Rules] [Text] (100). 

4. TABLE: CellFeatures [Fid] 

[Number][FNames][Text] (100) 

[Pos_Sentiment_Rules][Text] (100) 

[Neg_Sentiment_Rules] [Text] (100) 

5. TABLE: MP3Features. [Fid][Number][FNames] 

[Text] (100) [Pos_Sentiment_Rules][Text] (100) 

[Neg_Sentiment_Rules] [Text] (100) 

6. TABLE: Camera_Positive_Label. [Fid] [Number] 

[Class_Label] [Text] (100) 

7. TABLE: Camera_Negative_Label [Fid] 

[Number][Class_Label] [Text] (100) 

8. TABLE: Cell_Positive_Label 

[Fid][Number][Class_Label] [Text] (100). 

9. TABLE: Cell_Negative_Label [Fid][Number] 

[Class_Label] [Text] (100). 

10. TABLE: MP3_Positive_Label [Fid] [Number] 

[Class_Label] [Text] (100). 

V. RESULTS EVALUATION. 

The following output screen shows the input and 

output of the execution. 

 

1. Training Process. 

 

A. Execution 

To initiates the process we need to execute a 

command as shown below. 

 
 

Fig 2 Main Interface for Training Process Initiation. 

 
Fig 3Training Process execution during Rule 

Generation. 

 

B. Results 

 

 
Fig 4 Feature List Generated. 
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Fig 5. Feature List Positive and Negative Sentiment 

Rules. 

2. Classification Process 

 

A. Execution. 

 
Fig 6. Main Interface for Classification Process 

Initiation. 

 
Fig 7. Performing Sentiment Classification. 

 

B. Results. 

 
Fig 8. Classified Twit data for Object “Camera” with 

Positive and Negative Percentage. 

 
Fig.9 Classified Twit data for Object “MP3 Player” 

with Positive and Negative Percentage. 

 

3. Result Analysis. 

 

 
Fig.10 Analysis Result obtained with different 

threshold. 

 

A. Precision Rate 

 
Fig.11 Precision Rate against threshold. 
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B. Recall Rate 

 
Fig.12 Recall Rate against threshold. 

 

C. Accuracy 

 
Figure 13: Recall rate against Threshold 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The wide spread of World Wide Web has brought a 

new way of expressing the sentiments of individuals. 

It is also a medium with a huge amount of information 

where users can view the opinion of other users that 

are classified into different sentiment classes and are 

increasingly growing as a key factor in decision 

making. This work first presented a system analysis of 

sentiment analysis, which formulates the problem and 

provides a new system design as hybrid method for 

sentiment classification using sentiment and Naïve 

Bayes probability classification framework to unify 

different works. To evaluate the proposed framework, 

we conducted a series of experiments based on five 

threshold values. The increase of the threshold value 

reduces the amount of feature semantic association 

which reduce the precision rate. We conclude that all 

the sentiment analysis tasks are very challenging. Our 

understanding and knowledge of the problem and its 

solution are still limited. The main reason is that it is a 

natural language processing task, and natural language 

processing has no easy problems. These practical 

needs and the technical challenges will keep the field 

vibrant and lively for years to come. 
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